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Commission helps students deal with stressful landlords
By Lynne Hasselman
s ta ff W rite r

Many college students know the
frustrations of dealing with unreasonable
landlords who ignore pleas to make
repairs, hold deposits and take advantage
of students. The Human Relations Com
mission Department of San Luis Obispo,
which deals with problems between tenant
and landlord, said at least half of all their
cases involve college students.
“ The peak period for disputes to arise
between tenant and landlord will start in
about three weeks when students start to
relax and notice repairs that need to be

made,” said Gwen Guyre-Powell, a human
relations aide. “ Through the middle of the
year we see a lot of lease questions from
people who are trying to get out of a lease
agreement. When school comes to an end,
we see students who are having problems
getting their security deposits back.
“ It is very important to try and
preserve, if possible, the long-term rela
tionship between tenant and landlord
because each will probably have to live
with the other for the rest of the year. One
of the services the Human Relations
Commission frequently supplies is a
trained and neutral third party who helps
negotiate an agreement between tenant

SLO boasts
1st U.S. motel

and landlord before the case has to be
taken to court.
“ Most landlords in San Luis are honest
but a very small percentage, say one or
two, take advantage of the age and
relative inexperience of college renters,”
Guyre-Powell added.
Though most communication problems
between renter and rentee are negotiated
out of court, the same names of fraudulent
landlords keep coming up again and again
but are not released by the city because of
liability.
One landlord in San Luis Obispo refused
to return a student’s $1,000 cleaning de
posit even after the girl took her to small

claims court and won. The landlord, who
resides in another part of the state, will
not pay according to the court order and
hangs up on other people who call to ask
about the return of their deposits.
Another landlord holds the security de
posit of everyone in his apartment com
plex and refuses to return it until the end
of the summer.
Sudden rent increases is another area
that college renters are frequently forced
to face.
“ We had a big problem in the middle of
last year after the tax changes,” said Dan
See LANDLORD, page 5

A coastline o f opportunities

San Luis Obispo landmark
caused ‘motel’ to be coined
By Kristie Kuechler
s ta ff W rite r____________________________________

_____________ ____________

San Luis Obispo is the home of the first motel
in the world. The Milestone Motel, now called the
Motel Inn, is located off Highway 101 at the
Monterey exit.
“ The motel plan eliminates a long walk through
dark streets in a strange town between a garage
and a hotel,” read a 1926 article from the Los
Angeles Times. In 1926 no one knew what the
word meant, so newspapers ran a definition ex
plaining to people what a motel was.
The word was entered into the dictionary in
1950, 25 years after the Milestone Motel coined the
word.
Arthur S. Heineman was the Pasadena architect
who started the idea of roadside lodgings with his
design for the Milestone Motel. The sign that hung
outside the motel originally read, “ Milestone
Motor Hotel,” but it was too long to fit on the sign
so Heineman combined motor and hotel and came
up with motel.
See MOTEL, page 8
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Ideal wind conditions make Lake Lopez one of the best windsurfing and sailing

Polls show Bork opposition
Republicans claim surveys may
contain misleading wordings
W A S H IN G T O N
(A P )
—
Public opinion polls that show
growing opposition to Supreme
Court nominee Robert H. Bork
touched off heated remarks
Monday at Bork’s Senate con
firmation hearings and at the
White House.
A Republican member of the
Senate Judiciary Committee said
some pollsters have been “ utter
ly detestable” in framing ques
tions designed to undermine

A deserted juve
n ile
d e te n tio n
center has been
controversial in
San Luis Obispo
for some time.

Pages 6, 7

P re sid en t
R eag an ’s
co u rt
n o m in a tio n s.
And
Reagan
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater ac
cused Democrats of trying to
turn the Bork nomination into a
“ special
interest-led
public
referendum.”
Senate E>emocrats said they
had nothing to do with the polls
and would make up their minds
based on Bork’s qualifications.
As the third week of hearings
began, meanwhile, testimony

continued to reflect deep divi
sions over Bork among scholars,
lawyers and public officials.
Judiciary Committee Chairman
Joseph R. Biden, D-Del., said he
hoped the panel can conclude its
work and vote on the nomination
by the middle of next week.
Among witnesses testifying
Monday:
— F orm er Sen. Thom as
Eagleton,
D-Mo.,
testified,
“ Judge Bork’s views are vintage
George III,” referring to the
British king whose heavy-handed
treatment of his American sub
jects triggered the U.S. revolu
tion.
“ When it’s a dispute between
the president and Congress,
where Judge Bork is concerned,
the president is always right and
Congress should always be
deprived of the power to
challenge him in court, even in
matters of deep institutional
conflict,” Eagleton said.
Griffin
B. Bell,
attorney
general under President Carter,
said he supports Bork to succeed
retired Justice Lewis F. Powell.
Bork “ is a conservative. But
he’s principled and rational,”
Bell said. “ I don’t think he’d
wear anyone’s collar. He’s searSee BORK, page 8

areas in the nation.

Foundation receives
accounting update
By Joan M. Halpin
StaH Writer

A local accounting firm was
chosen to handle the annual
audit of the Cal Poly Founda
tion’s finances and presented its
findings at a meeting Friday.
Eight of the 10 board members
were present to accept the
1986-87 audit report from the
Glenn, Burdette, Phillips and
Booker Cooperation of San Luis
Obispo. According to board
members, the firm was selected
because it offered the best ser
vice for the cost.
The Foundation has changed
accounting firms every few
years. “ It is wise to consider a
change in audit firms every four
to five years to minimize the
chance that one may become too
familiar with the operations, and
not pay enough attention to the
inventory system,” said A1
Amaral, executive director of the
board since 1971.
Although Amaral recognized
that there are other schools of
thought regarding this policy, he
said he has found it to be the
most cost effective. Members
agree the change was necessary
to unify the audit systems on
other CSU campuses.
Cal Poly President Warren
Baker and the Chancellor’s Office
will now receive the audit for

review. Upon their approval, the
audit will be sent to the ASI and
the Student Senate so the two
bodies can look over the report.
The Foundation is a publicbenefit corporation that uses its
profits to support the educa
tional system of the university.
Its 10-member board includes
students Frank Crum and Dave
Smith who, along with the other
eight members, set policies that
the staff carries out.
Some of the Foundation’s
commerical operations include:
El Corral Bookstore, Vista
Grande Restaurant and Univer
sity Graphic Systems.
According to Amaral, the
Foundation has made substantial
long-term profits on investments
in equity market stocks. Some of
these stocks include: McDonalds,
K mart, Maytag and Heinz.
Although many of the Foun
dation’s stocks have reached
high profit margins, some of the
investments are not popular with
the campus community. Public
concern over the racially segre
gated South Africa has led to the
state’s 1-year-old divesture law.
This law, signed by Gov.
Deukmejian, requires that the
state’s three major public pen
sion funds connected with South
Africa be sold by Jan. 1, 1988.
The Foundation has some inSee FOUNDATION, pages
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Letters to the editor

The dejection continues
Kditor:
For the last two years, 1 have
attended Cal Poly. Unfortu
nately, the school isn’t run as
well as 1 heard. What I don’t
understand is why general
education classes are so hard to
get.
Well, I finally realized why it
is so hard. For the past three
quarters, 1 have been keeping
tabs on the class scheduling by
the administration. It appears
that every class (e.g. Phil 331,
Phil 335, Engl 125, Engl 114,
Hist 315 and many others) is in
high demand by all students of
Cal Poly. These classes seem to
be scheduled to a room of small
capacity, while other classes
such as FDSC 150 and IT 130
are scheduled in rooms seating
45, but only attract 20-25.
I am not only saying this
because I hear of the problem. I
am a victim of this problem and
hope to see a change, soon! With
more than 17,000 students at
Cal Poly, I honestly believe that
you can get enough support and
information from them. All it
takes is the initiative to check if
there is a problem. And 1 can al
ready answer that question.
In my opinion, it appears that
the administration, or whoever
is in charge of scheduling
classes, is either in a hurry to
just get it done or does not
know how to do it. But those
people involved somehow seem
to find a way to make sure that
the fees for tuition come in on
time or that parking tickets are
given out on time. With all of
this money coming in, and 1
mean ail, why can’t they hire
part-time teachers to compli
ment this general ed. class defi
cit?
Some full-time teachers actu
ally make more money than
people in the industries that
they teach about. I mean,
$40,000 is more than enough for
two or three classes. Why not
use their extra time to create a
few more classes in the rooms
not being used? My recommen
dation is to research which
classes seem to be in high de
mand and which buildings can
satisfy that demand.
I have always heard that it is
difficult to graduate from Cal
Poly in four years, but I always
thought it was because of its

high education level, not the in
experienced level of the schedul
ing committee. 1 am not saying
that the level of education is
low, because it isn’t. I am just
saying that the system is really
screwed up. 1 hope that the
people responsible will come
forward and correct this pro
blem as soon as possible.
— Andy Geckler
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Who is more selfish?
The hippies or yuppies?
elf-centered, me-generation, party pre-ocNicaragua?’
cupied, worthless bunch of immature brats.
Hell no! He backs furtive plans to channel
That’s what the student of the ’80s is being called,
money to the Contras. He oozes this “ our-counmostly by the people who were part of the tur
try-is-great, I’ll-take-care-of-everything” grandfabulent ’60s era, when protest was the ‘in’ thing.
therly attitude. So the majority of us just say,
Yes, they had a lot to protest about. But they
‘That’s great. I’ll concentrate on my future finan
don’t have the right to sit back and criticize con
cial security, and you keep the country running
smoothly.’
temporary students for our values and I am
basically sick of hearing the crap.
Well, it didn’t work in my case. I don’t trust
Materialistic. This is the major charge leveled
Reagan, and I never have. What kind of role model
against us. We don’t care about anything but
is he for us? He cuts social welfare programs like a
making money. Yuppies. The term is worn well and
developer slashing and burning the jungles, and
comfortably by many but is actually meant as a
builds up our offensive (yes I believe that’s the
stigma.
correct word) arms to the point of paranoia. How
Sixties students had Vietnam to protest. But
can we achieve peace in the world if our leader’s
let’s be honest — that was really only in their own
constant message is distrust toward the Russians?
How can we learn to care about our homeless, our
self-interest. Men didn’t want to go fight and
poor, our disabledy fellow humans if we see this
callous attitude? Reagan pays lip service to
“ religious Christian values,’’ but actually sym
pathizes with big business.

S

Reporter’s notebook

It is no wonder our generation worships money.
We’ve seen our leaders walk out on peace talks
and take suspiciously imperialistic stands in the
world. We’ve seen the poor quality of education in
our high schools and the low incentive a bright
student has to become a teacher. I was extremely
lucky to have had really good teachers in high
school, and knowing what I know now makes me
respect them twice as much. They work for little
financial reward, which in itself tells them that
society as a whole does not value them much. They
know they are important — incredibly so. But why
shouldn’t they get paid on par with doctors,
lawyers and engineers? Aren’t they performing

Children’s
Center in need
Editor:
1 would like to thank you for
disclosing seme tangible hope to
the parents, students and staff
regarding the proposed increase
of quality childcare in your Sept.
24, 1987 issue. A few facts con
cerning the new Children’s
Center’s legitimacy follow.
Today’s social trends reveal
dual career households, a drastic
increase of single parent fami
lies, and 70 percent of women
with young children employed
outside of the home. Moreover,
these nuclear families of the 80s
are relying more on institutions
(preschools) to aid in the up
bringing of their offspring.
Around 300 children here and
num erous o th ers at local
preschools (Zion, SW Christian,
Johnson Avenue, Village, etc.)
demonstrate San Luis Obispo is
in transition. The rising number
of parent-students, combined
with the fact that this campus
offers the least amount of space
for children than any other CSU
campus, both give Cal Poly in
centive for change.
To further answer the ASI
department’s question of the
new Children’s Center being a
sound investment of student
dollars, not only will students
benefit by profit and experience,
but we all agree on the impor
tance of parents having the
chance to gain a higher educa
tion level to more effectively
raise our next generation.
— Katherine D. Mellor
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women didn’t want their men to fight. I’m quite
sure the protest was sincere and heartfelt, but let’s
face it — it was a selfish type of protest. College
had never been so popular before, and although
some people were there to enlighten themselves so
that they could make a useful and meaningful con
tribution to their country, most were busting their
butts to avoid the draft.
So why does everyone sit around today and point
at we students and say we are selfish and uncaring
about our world? Did we create enough nuclear
arms to destroy the world a few times over? Did we
poison the earth with toxic waste and chemicals
and put the environment in peril? No. We were too
young. But believe me, we care.
We have grown up in a world that seems insane,
to me at least, but as for my part I am bewildered
about the solution and how I can help or change
things. The problems are astronomical. I wasn’t
around to help create the situation and I feel
overwhelmed when I think about reversing it. But
for some reason, I feel compelled to try. I think
about it, and I suppose that’s a first step.
1 am appalled by my own generation sometimes,
I must confess. Cal Poly is a good example of this
apathetic sort of world view, by nature of its cur
riculum. Most of us are here to learn a skill to
make ourselves marketable in the future. More so
than at most universities.
Have you met anyone yet at Cal Poly who was
here to just plain enlighten themselves, for the
sake of learning alone? You probably won’t. Do
you ever overhear a heated debate about world
politics or even what is happening in the world,
aside from big media events? Rarely, I’m sure. We
just don’t seem to care, unless it involves us
directly and immediately. We don’t want to take
time and learn about current events. We feel safe
in our little microcosm, whether that be our cam
pus or our country.
No one forces us to be involved.
Well, how did we get this way? Look at our
leader, the person who has headed the country for
the last seven years. Reagan has been president for
most of our politically aware lives. Does he ever
get on television and say, ‘Hey, I think everyone
should pay close attention to the government, and
watch intently the activities occurring in the Per
sian Gulf, or Iran, or the Contra situation in

by Berke Breathed
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/ don’t tru st Reaqan, and t never
have. He oozes this ‘our country is
great, i ’ii take care of everything’
grandfatheriy attitude. How can we
achieve peace in the worid if our
ieader’s constant message is
d istrust toward the Russians
just as important a task for society?
What all this comes down to is that we all need
to become more altruistic. I want to be a journalist
so I can make a difference in this world. If you
spent your time reading this instead of downing a
beer or watching “ Three’s Company,’’ then there is
hope for you, too. I’m not sure what the best
recourse is to save the world, but I think it’s worth
doing. We can’t just sit back and let the country be
run by politicians. We need to take an active part;
not just sit back and criticize the government, or
students, or anyone.
As for the generation that wants to call us un
caring, show us how to care. Set an example.
Realize that you helped create the environment
that we grew up in, and don’t count yourselves
blameless. We were children too young to
remember anything in the ’60s. If our protest
seems insincere to you, then get out there and
show us how to do it right. But don’t blame us for
not having a Vietnam to bring out the best in us.
We have the same potential, maybe even more in
light of what we face, to change the world. If only
we could work together instead of blaming one
another. I’m all for peace, and saving the en
vironment, and solving our social problems, and so
are most of the sane individuals I know.
So let’s do it!
Coleen Bandy is a senior journalism major.

Mustang Daily is published daily (except weekends, holidays and exam periods) by the Cal Poly
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editorial board, consisting of the editor, managing editor, special sections editors, sports editor and opinion
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Tax money returned

Schroeder w on’ t run

Kim forms new party

WASHINGTON (AP) — More than four-fifths of the
windfall which states could have gained because of fed
eral tax reform has gone back to the taxpayers, accor
ding to a national survey released Monday.
Twenty-two states made major changes in their tax
codes after Congress approved a sweeping federal tax
measure last year, and another nine states were review
ing their tax systems, the National Governors’ Associa
tion said.
“ 1987 has been a landmark year for changes in state
tax systems,’’ said governors’ association executive
director Raymond C. Scheppach.
The survey, also said state spending growth rose by a
modest 6.3 percent in fiscal 1987.

DENVER (AP)— A tearful Rep. Patricia Schroeder
announced Monday she will not enter the race for the
1988 Democratic presidential nomination, saying, “ 1
could not figure out how to run and not be separated
from those I served.’’
Schroeder, a veteran of 15 years in Congress, had
spent nearly four months testing her potential political
and financial support, and her announcement stunned
supporters who gathered at noon in the outdoor Greek
Theater in Denver’s Civic Center Park.
“ I learned a lot about America and I learned a lot
about Pat Schroeder (this summer). That’s why I will not
be a candidate for president. I could not figure out how
to run,’’ she said.

SOUTH KOREA (AP) — Former Prime Minister Kim
Jong-pil said Monday he was forming a new political
party as a first step toward becoming a presidential
candidate in elections this year.
Kim’s candidacy could damage other presidential
hopefuls, especially governing Democratic Justice Party
candidate Roh Tae-woo, by siphoning off middle-class
and business support, political observers have said.
His candidacy also could damage the hopes of opposi
tion party candidates, added the observers, who spoke
on the condition of not being identified.
Kim Dae-Jung and Kim Young-sam are rivals to be the
candidate of the main opposition Reunification Demo
cratic Party.

Transients hit Venice

Ledeen: U.S. in error

Nuclear study given

SANTA MONICA (AP) — A dwindling band of tran
sients who decided to carry the message of their plight
to affluent sections of Southern California decided Mon
day to skip Malibu celebrity digs and head south to
Venice.
The group, whose ranks have fluctuated from six to
40, had lived in a ramshackle campground set up for 3‘A
months by the city of Los Angeles near downtown. The
camp closed Friday, and they want a new one on the
outskirts of the city.
During the 18-mile march the group had a one-night
stopover in the shadow of Beverly Hills mansions during
the weekend. The Beverly Hills mayor greeted the 40
transients with doughnuts and coffee.
They also plan march to Malibu and Westwood.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States ignored a
chance to talk directly to a high Iranian official in fall
1985 about improving relations between the two nations,
and instead strengthened radical elements of the Iranian
government through swaps of arms for hostages, accor
ding to Iran-Contra testimony released today.
Michael Ledeen, a former U.S. consultant on terrorism
who was involved in early discussions about the Iran
arms sales, said the Iranian official “ believed it possible
to, in essence, change the nature of the Iranian regime
through peaceful, parliamentary methods.’’

AUSTRIA (AP) — The Soviet Union will present a
detailed report on the Chernobyl nuclear plant accident
during the one-week International Conference on Nuclear
Power Performance and Safety which began Monday.

Ledeen said the official believed the changes could lead
to Iran’s abandonment of terrorism and to better rela
tions with the West.

Morris Rosen, director of the security department of
the International Atomic Energy Agency, said the study
to be presented Wednesday will be “ more informative
than earlier reports.”
The agency is sponsoring the conference.
Rosen told journalists covering the conference that the
new Soviet report would contain the latest data on the
environmental consequences of the April 26, 1986 acci
dent, the world’s worst nuclear plant disaster.
Moscow said the accident at the plant killed 31 people.
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Domino’s

Limited single openings and 3 or 4 bedroom
apartm ents still available.
•Spacious private rooms including double-beds
and walk-in closets
•Beautifully landscaped exteriors with modern
and attractively furnished Interiors.
•Ample reserved and non-reserved on-site parking
for residents!
•A quiet, mature environment that caters to
conscientious and discriminating student.
•Attentive, caring management staff that
recognizes our residents as our clients.
•Rents that are competitive and affordable!

Model Available. Don't Wait! Call or come
by today!

C A C tE S
A E A E T H E S I S

an exclusive Student Residence
200 N. Scuita Rosa St.
San Luis Obispo, CA
5 4 4 -7 0 0 7

The
Contest:
Domino's Pizza will
award free, 30 large
pizzas and $50.00
cash for liquid
refreshments to the
dorm purchasing the
most pizzas starting
10/1/87 and running
through 11/23/87.

The
1. Carry-out orders and
all deliveries made
from your area's
Domino's Pizza store
will be counted if we
are given your
dorm's name and
address.
2. The winning dorm's
name will be
published in the
Mustang Daily.

3. The location and time
of the party will be
convenient to both
the winners and
Domino's Pizza.
4. The 30 pizzas will be
2-item pizzas. The
winner will have the
choice of items. The
pizzas do not have
to be the same.

Fast, Free
Delivery
Foothill Area

544-3636
South SLO

549-9999
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
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Committee helps pre-med students
By Diane Wright
S ta ff W rite r

A committee designed to help
advise students interested in
pursuing a career in medicine will
be holding an o rie n ta tio n
meeting next week.
Harry Fierstine, associate dean
of the School of Science and
Mathematics, is the chairman of
the Health Professions Commit
tee and will preside at the
meeting, which will be held

Tuesday, Oct. 6.
“ We are serving people in all
majors,” said Fierstine. He said
students do not have to be
science majors in order to be
admitted to medical schools,
provided they meet medical
school requirements while atten
ding Cal Poly.
Fierstine said medical schools
like to see applicants that are
liberal arts majors because of the
“ human skills”
they have
learned.

Career information in the fields
of medicine, dentistry, nursing,
optometry, chiropractic, phar
m acy,
p h y s ic a l
th e r a p y ,
podiatry, public health and
veterinary health care will be
presented at the meeting.
One of the major roles of the
committee is to keep students
informed of the latest application
requirements. The committee
advises students on specific
courses required and how to obSee COMMITTEE, page 11
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WESTERN DANCE CLASS
Sponsored by ASl Rec Sports

$20 for

543-7864
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1/4 lb. ONLY $1.50
CHECK OUR FLAVORS OF THE DAY!

Tues, cit U.U. Mustang Lounge
7-8pm Beg., 8-9 Int.
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Classes Start
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9/30& 10/28

V

Coupon good
for $1.00 off

Partners not necessary
^

)UA l0\RMA Card^. .
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‘No, I’ve never lost a term paper
because of disk error. But then,
I’ve always used Sony.”
J P j r hen It’s three
I
X o’clock in the
I # UM morning and
W W
you’re nearly
done with your term paper,
the last thing you want to
see on the screen is “fatal
disk error."
That’s why so many
people insist on Sony.
One reason is that
Sony invented the 3.5” disk
drive as well as the 3.5”
floppy diskette.
Another reason Sony
floppies are so popular on
campus is their relentless

reliability. And that goes
for our 5.25” floppies, too.
After all, when it
comes to magnetic media,
nobody’s ahead of Sony.
We’re a world leader in

%

audio, video and computer
magnetic media.
The thing to remem
ber about magnetic media
in computers is that almost
any input error can be
corrected, but lost data
is forever.
So, instead of learning
your lesson the hard way,
trust the diskettes that set
the standard for the others
to follow.
Use the Sony.

THE ONE AND ONLY.

*Sce youi paiticipatm g dealer SungU tt offer good on puichM es of 10 of any 3 S "or S.2S" disks while ih .y Iasi.
1987 Sony Corporation of America Sony and The One and Only are tradem arks of Sony

GERMAN AUTO

Nero’ s is cutting
beer prices in half

Monday and Tuesday nights from 5 pm on
Pitchers of B u d ...$ ^ ^
$ 1 .7 5
Pitchers of Heineken . . . $^<06
$2.50

(
1017 M o n terey S treet

)
•

543-1114
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LANDLORD
From pa^e 1
Kaminskis, a junior biology
major. “ Our landlord increased
our rent by 20 percent and only
gave us one month’s notice.
There were five of us living
together and since none of us
could afford the increase, we
were forced to move out.
“ Since Cal Poly is talking
about increasing the enrollment
size and the City Council is
basically sticking to a no-growth
policy, I can see the potential for
bigger housing problems in the
future,’’ Kaminskis said. “ If Cal
Poly’s size increases, the housing
crunch will get worse as it
becomes more lucrative for
landlords to jack up the price of
rent.’’
But tenant landlord problems
have greatly decreased from a
few years ago, Guyre-Powell
said.
“ Up until very recently the
d em an d fo r h o u sin g fa r
outstripped the supply,’’ she
said. “ Students would sign a
lease for an apartment that was
in very poor condition out of
sheer desperation.’’
“ 1 usually don’t have any more
problems with renting to college
students than I have renting to
families,’’ said Frank Yost of
Yost Properties. “ The only real

trouble I have is renting to
WOW counselors. The WOW
leaders invite their groups over
for parties all the time and the
neighbors go crazy. In that case
just telling them that they’re
causing a problem is usually
enough for them to stop.
“ The responsibilities of a
landlord to the tenant are clearly
defined by the state of Califor
nia,’’ said Yost. “ When there is a
problem, I fix it. If a dispute
does arise, I tell them to go to
the Human Relations Commis
sion.’’
Another valuable resource for
students with rental problems is
a service offered through ASI
where students sign up for a free
20-minute legal consultation with
a lawyer to discuss their rights
and responsibilities as tenants.
The program is already booked
through the beginning of Oc
tober.

FOUNDATION
From page 1
vestments in Citicorps, Ford
Motors and ITT, which have
business ties in South Africa.
The Foundation has agreed to
withdraw these bonds and has
set- a target date of December
1988 for complete divestiture.

“ The hostility toward the
board has dissipated since last
year,’’ said Lark Carter, dean of
the School of Agriculture. “ The
more the student knows about
the board’s action, the better it
is.’’
In other meeting happenings,
the Foundation elected Malcolm
Wilson, vice president of Aca
demic Affairs, to the board.
The Swanton-Pacific Ranch
project was also discussed. The
ocean-front property located
about 20 miles north of Santa
Cruz was leased by the Founda
tion more than a year ago.
The land is primarly used by

m
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1347 Monterey, San Luis Obispo

Specials...

WED. & FRI.. .25c m u g s /1.50 pitchers
SATURO AY....$1.00 c o r o n a
SUNDAY ...... $1.50 PITCHERS
*6 Pool Tables ALL The Time*

J
^

J
^
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More entertainment
news, features and
calendar listings
than you can shake
a stick at. Fridays.

J
^

J
^
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AUTOBODY, PAINT D TINT SHOP

3M

• 98%

AHD y U S i

I Spotlight 5

Ultraviolet
Reduction

DR. MUZAMMIL H. SIDDIQI
DIRECTOR ISLAMIC SOCIETY
OF ORANGE COUNTY

STUDENT UNION RM 204
Refreshments at 6:30pm

Featuring Top Q uality W orkm anship!

731 Buckley R d • SLO
B u t lo n u o o d In d u s tr ia l P ark

543 7878

Available
NOW, P R O FESS IO N A L PIN STR IPIN G B Y "S T R IP E R D ICK.'

AD RATES

-

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

(2-Line Minimum)
1-3 days $1.10
4-5 days $1.00
6+ days $ .90

per line per day
per line per day
per line per day

Numer of lines used below______ x $______ Per Line = $
$_____ X
number of days ad runs
= $ ______
Plus extra charges (see below), if any
-F = $______
Total Amount Due

17Typing
19 M iscellaneous
21 Travel
23 Ride Share
25 O p p o rtu n itie s
27 E m ploym ent
29 For Sale
31 Stereo Equipm ent

=$

^Boldface $1 Extra Per Day

#14 Point Lettering = 2x Normal line rate
(Use no more than 20 characters per line)

Check appropriate classification:
1 Cam pus Clubs
3 A nnouncem ents
5 Personals
7 Greek News
9 Events
11 Lost & Found
13W anted
15 Services

_____Date____

To Calculate Cost of Ad: (2-Line Minimum Per Day)

Ads turned in by 10 AM
may start running on:
M onday.....................................................Wednesday
Tuesday.........................................................Thursday
Wednesday.........................................................Friday
T hursday.........................................................Monday
Friday.....................................
Tuesday
□
n
□
□
□
□
Q
r-i

~

Amount Paid $-

Check #.

Ad runs

Times to run

• 32%
Heat
Reduction
• 81%
Glare
Reduction

Please Attach Your Check to This Form

Ad Starts

ask for details

• Special
Abrasion
Resistant
Coating

TH U R S,, OCT. i , 7 pm
CHUMASH AUDSTORIUM

ZIP
DATE

QUALITY PRODUCTS
AND TRAINED
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLERS

5 YEAR WARRANTY

Mustang Daily Classified Advertising Order Form
Name_
Street.
City__
Telephone_____
Social Security#

agriculture, forestry and animal
science students, but is open to
other majors. The project is con
sidered an exstention of school
laboratory space with students
living and working on the ranch
to complete internship programs.
Some of these programs include:
surveying, corral construction,
pasture water development and
cattle breeding.
A request for a used pickup to
help transport students and
carry supplies along with a
mobile home for the ranch
manager were some of the re
quests made for the ranch pro
ject.

THE M U STA N G TAVERN

ISNA CAL POLY
PRESENTS A LECTURE
WHAT EYEPiYOiNE
SHOULD

□
□
□
□
□
□

*24 Point Lettering

33 M opeds & C ycles
35 B icycles
37 A utom obiles
39 R oom m ates
41 Rental H ousing
43 Hom es for Sale

= 4x Normal line rate

(Use no more than 10 characters per line)
C la s s ifie d A d v e r tis in g P o lic ie s

All asvertising copy and materials subject to acceptance by the Mustang Daily General Manager.
The General Manager reserves the right to reject all or any portion of the copy or art submitted
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‘Haunted house’ has uncertain past
By Coleen Bendy
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Called an abandoned asylum, a
haunted house, but actually an
old juvenile detention center.
Sunny Acres is a source of con
troversy in San Luis Obispo.

>

*41
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igh up above the city of
San Luis Obispo rests an
old brick building that
many Cal Poly students are fa
miliar with, and may have actu
ally visited once or twice on a
dark night with a full moon.

I**«'*

The building, located on a hill
behind General Hospital, was
built in 1932 as an orphanage
and was converted in the 1930s
to a juvenile detention center. In
1975 the building was declared to
be unsound and was boarded up.
It 4s now walking distance from a
modern probation center.
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Since then it has been used by
vagrants as a place to sleep,
satanical worshippers as a place
to perform sacrifices and teen
agers as a place to party.
The building is a large,
schoolhouse-looking
structure
that seems to be in good condi
tion from the outside. The inside
has been somewhat mutilated by
vandals. There are satanical
drawings on the walls, and one
can easily imagine what it must
have been like to spend some

time in one of the tiny, barren
cells upstairs. A peaceful but
lonely feeling is evoked from the
place by day, but an altogether
eerie feeling is provoked at night.
The county-owned building
was supposed to be torn down
last summer, but the county did
not receive bids for the work. The
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The T l-74 offers M A S /t'
ti lth ti 114 BASIC kcyuonl set. There's fiK i imstatu
Meiwirs anil sHhrownni’ eiifhihilitx for luluineeil
flevhility

T l programmable calculators
have all the right functions and
enough extra features to satisfy
your thirst for power.
To all you science and entimeerinj»
majors unsatished with mere calculators,
T l has ^(kkI news. Your power U k >1s are

WS7 Tl

"Tr.Kk'ni.irli nl Tvx.is Itotniim-nts Ino'rpur.iu-vl

here. T h e T I-9 5 PRCX:AIX:''' is
keystroke projirammahle and the T l-74
BASK'ALL''" is B A SIC lant'uat’e
programmable. Each has a full rant»e of
scientihe, mathematical and stati.stical
functions, and plenty of pt)wer extras.
Bt)th have optit>nal equipment such
as Solid State Software"' modules.

The T I-9 5 offers ¡xiuerful 7200'Stel> keystroke
Inojtp'umnunf’ and features hkt rxilwsut’ H iuxt Wmilnux.''' u hieh Inovide
easy aeeess to the funetions atul flexible file management system

includinti math, statistics and
chem ical en^ineerinK, and a module
with an additional 8K G m sta n t
Memory. Additional ptnver accessories
include a separate portable printer and
cassette interface.
S ) if you’re into power, kx)k for the
display in your Kx)kstore for a dem on

stration of our power nxils. They build
such a stron}» case for them selves,
our com petition doesn’t know what
to make of them .

In

Texas ^
str u m en ts
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building
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trespassers out. The
is nearly impenetrable

The San Luis Obispo County
Archaeological Society wants to
save the building, to turn it into
a museum displaying informa
tion about the Chumash Indians.
They believe that this county is
lacking in n a tu ra l histo ry
museums.
Chief of Probation Don King
believes that it would cost more
to restore the building than it
would cost to build a completely
new one, but he is aware that
some locals would like to save
Sunny Acres as a historical
landmark.
Crime Prevention Coordinator
Steve Seybold said that although
there have been a few incidents
of vandalism and trespassing,
the police are not constantly be
ing called up there. Yet he said
any abandoned building is a
potential problem for the com
munity.
bricks alone would be worth the
cost of tearing it down, but that
incentive still did not attract
bids.
The county recently put heavy
steel mesh over the windows
downstairs and upstairs, and cut
down a tree that gave access to
an upstairs window, in hopes of

The final decision of Sunny
Acres’ fate will rest with
developers. The county agreed to
spend $15,000 to hire a consul
tant to help decide what to do
with the land. They have decided
to lease the land to a developer,
who will then make any decisions
about what should be done with
it.

Cyle Bowers

WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN LIVE ATTHECLOSEST
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING TO CAL POLY FOR ONLY
$179/mo per person? ($165 on a discounted 12 mo.lease)
LOCATION- ACROSS THE STREET
FROM C AL POLY
LOCATION- 18 ACRES. 2 CREEKS, IN
NATURAL W O O DED OPEN SPACE

m A JH (

M U S T A N G V IL L A G E 1
2 BEDROOM
TOW NHOUSES
The

1
lOT
CMNC

lu x u ry o f a tw o -s to r y

to w n h o u s e a ffo rd s r e s id e n ts

■A

-

BATH

a s e p a r a t i o n o f t h e i r liv in g
a n d s le e p in g q u a rte rs .
—
T h e s e s p a c i o u s u n its , h a v e

LOCATION-CONVENIENT TO BANKS,
SHOPPING & RESTAURANTS

fL i '
L ^
4. F

U VR

fu ll k i t c h e n s , 1 Vz b a t h s , a r e
f u lly f u r n i s h e d a n d o f f e r a
h o u s e -lik e a tm o s p h e r e .

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

NEW MICROWAVE OVENS IN EVERY APARTMENT
PRIVATE PARK & BBQ AREA
LAW N AREAS WITH BBQ'S
NATURE W A L K /J O G G IN G PATH (in p a rk a n d c re e k )
LAUNDRY FACILITIES (5 lo c a te d th ro u g h o u t c o m p le x )
CLIMATE AREA IN SAN LUIS OBISPO
(A N D GUEST PARKING ) ASSURES TENANTS A PLACE TO PARK NEAR C A L POLY AT
ALL TIMES.
Y E A R - ROUND HEATED PO O L
24 HOUR SECURITY

UNIQUE
LARGE
BEAUTIFUL
MODERN
BEST
RESERVED PARKING

-

FULLY PUNISHED TOWNHOUSES AVAILABLE FROM $ 1 8 0 .0 0 /M 0 . PER PERSON.
PRIVATE STUDIO APARTMENTS IN A QUIET SCENIC SETTING FROM S 3 6 0 .0 0 /M O .
OR $ 3 3 0 .0 0 /M 0 . O N A 12 M O NTH LEASE.

IMUglANG VILLAGE!

ONE MUSTANG DRIVE, SAN LUIS OBISPO
543-4950
OPEN HOUSE 8an-8pm Thru Oct 1
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Former Iranian officer executed
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — The
former right-hand
man of
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s
chosen successor was executed
by a firing squad at dawn on
Monday in a Tehran prison.
Mehdi Hashemi, charged with
treason, died a victim of the
power struggle in Iran’s divided
hierarchy. His execution in
dicates th at “ p ra g m a tis t”
leaders who want to end Iran’s
isolation have gained the upper
hand.
Tehran Radio, monitored in
Nicosia, reported in a terse an
nouncement that Hashemi was
shot at 6 a.m.
Until his arrest last October on
the orders of Iran’s powerful
Parliament speaker, Hashemi
Rafsanjani, Hashemi was the
chief lieutenant of Ayatollah
Hussein Ali Montazeri, 55.
Montazeri
is
R afsanjani’s
political rival. Khomeini, Iran’s
le a d e r an d r e v o lu tio n a r y
patriarch, chose Montazeri as his
successor two years ago.
Hashemi’s associates leaked
word that Rafsanjani was deal
ing secretly with the United
States to trade weapons for
hostages held by Iranian-backed
Shiite Moslem extremists in
Lebanon. The disclosure acutely
embarrassed Rafsanjani.
Hashemi also led the Depart
ment for the Support of Islamic
Liberation Movements, which
d irects S hiite m ilita n ts in
Lebanon and in Persian Gulf
Arab countries. He was believed
to be involved in the kidnapping
of foreigners held hostage in

Lebanon.
H ashem i,
a low -ranking
clergyman, was sentenced by an
Islamic religious court after a
three-day trial in August. He had
appeared on state-run Iran Tele
vision and confessed to charges
including murder, kidnapping,
amassing weapons and plotting
to overthrow the government.
Iran’s official Islamic Republic
News Agency, also monitored in
Nicosia, reported Aug. 15 that
the unidentified prosecutor in
Hashemi’s trial branded him a
person “ corrupt of the earth who
wages war on God.’’ That is the
gravest crime under Islamic law,
or Sharia.
His execution, despite Montazeri’s intercession with Kho
meini, was seen as boosting the
standing of Rafsanjani. The
speaker is the most powerful
figure in Iran after the 87-yearold Khomeini.
The left-leaning Rafsanjani
leads a faction that wants to end
Iran ’s isolation.
Its power
struggle with radicals led by
Prime Minister Hussein Musavi
has intensified in recent months,
and the position of Montazeri,
another radical, apparently has
weakened.
In 1973, six years before
Khomeini’s revolution toppled
Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi,
Hashemi was convicted of
strangling a pro-shah religious
figure. Ayatollah Shamsabadi.
He was sentenced to life in
prison and freed in 1979 when
the shah went into exile.
But revolutionary authorities

charged after his arrest last year
that he had collaborated with
SAVAK, the shah’s secret police.
Hashemi’s brother Hadi is
Montazeri’s spn-in-law. After the
revolution, Hashemi rose rapidly
in the new regime.
His downfall began in October
1986 when his men kidnapped a
Syrian diplomat in Tehran. Syria
is Iran’s key Arab ally, and the
abduction embarrassed Rafsan
jani.
After Hashemi was arrested,
apparently with Khomeini’s ap
proval, his supporters leaked
d e ta ils
of
R a f s a n j a n i ’s
clan d estin e
m eetings
with
Robert MacFarlane, President
Reagan’s former national securi
ty adviser, to the Beirut weekly
Ash-Shiraa.
Four days later Rafsanjani,
under pressure in Parliament,
had to disclose the contacts with
“ the Great Satan,’’ Iran’s term
for the United States.
Soon after,- Hashemi was
shown on Iranian television,
which is run by Rafsajani’s
younger brother Mohammed,
confessing to seeking to over
throw Khomeini.
The government said he built
up caches of weapons, along with
cyanide and booby-trapped pens,
shoes and remote-controlled
model airplanes, to assassinate
opponents.
Montazeri’s humiliation ap
peared complete. But in recent
months he has been reinstated to
some degree, and the press refers
to him as “ the future leader of
the Islamic Revolution.’’
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From page 1
ching and growing all the time.’’
— Jewel LaFontant, a deputy
solicitor general under Bork in
1973, said that when she joined
his office no other women were in
high positions there and “ a sec
retary told me, ‘The other depu
ties were meeting regularly and
you were not included.’’’
LaFontant said she complained
to Bork, and starting the next
day she was “ bombarded’’ with
invitations to meetings. It was at
these sessions, she said, that
cases were assigned to various
deputies for argument before the
Supreme Court.
Opponents have said they fear
Bork would not be sensitive to
the rights of women and blacks,
but she said, “ I sincerely believe
he is devoid of racial prejudice or
I wouldn’t be here. As a woman,
as a black woman, 1 have no fear
of trusting my rights and
privileges to Robert Bork.’’
— University of Chicago law
professor Philip B. Kurland, a
former colleague of Bork, said
the Reagan administration chose
him for the high court to advance
its right-wing agenda.
“ The claim that Bork is a middle-of-the road jurist ... was an
afterthought and without much,
if any, basis in fact,’’ Kurland
said.
Bell touched off a clamor over
the polls when he said it would
be a mistake for senators to pay
much attention to public opinion.
“ The Senate ought to rise
above all this,’’ Bell said. “ It’s
one of the worst things going on

We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard cal
culator, on the other
hand, can save you
time and again.
HP calculators not
only have better func
tions. They function
better. Without stick
ing keys and bad
connections.
Through October
31, you can get the
cream of the calcula
tors at a non-fat price.
Were cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you more builtin functions than any
one elses financial
calculator.
And were giving
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific
calculator you buy.
This 12K-byte plug
in, menu-driven ROM
was designed spe
cially for students.
So drop by your
campus bookstore and
compare HP calcula
tors with the rest. By
midterm, you’ll see
what a deal this is.
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MOTEL
From page 1

He created a mission-style
front
with bungalows and
garages in the rear. The grounds
surrounding the bungalows are
planted with oleander and
hydrangea bushes, sycamore,
oak, lemon, lime, orange and
banana trees and even kumquats.
H e in e m a n d e s ig n e d th e
Milestone to attract travelers
with its grandiosity, putting the
one-story smaller rooms out
back. Motels still do this today.
The motel also boasts a dining
room, serving their famous
western barbecued steaks and
spare ribs cooked over an open
pit.
Heineman’s plan in 1925 was
to string a chain of motels from
California to Washington each a
days drive away from each other
for the traveling motorists. The
Great Depression kept his plan
from ever being realized on a na
tional scale.
Dorothy Thieme, a Motel Inn
employee, said there is little
competition from the newer
hotels in the area.
“ We are a piece of history,
when we’re quiet all the other
hotels are quiet,’’ said Thieme.
Milton and Betty Grau are the
Motels current and fifth set of
proprietors since the motel open
ed almost 62 years ago.
The Motel Inn has 52 units
with phones and free television
and some rooms have kitchen
ettes. A double room is $38 a
night and a suite for four is $48
per night.

(new students only)

w itli purchaseOÍ HP 11. Piiri hase must 1h ‘ made In-tween
August Ifi, PtH7.and ( )etober dl,
1P87. See your local IH ’ dealer
lor details and official redemp
tion torm Rebate or free Mod
ule w ill he sent in (i Mweeks.

ORS 10O FF A N H P - 12C.

Hatch added that Bork sup
p orts
the
d eath
p en alty ,
“ wouldn’t put up with the drug
pushers we have today (and) he
would come down hard on pornographers. He’s a judge who
can help turn this mess around.’’
Biden said the Judiciary
Committee has not commission
ed any poll and said he would not
be guided by public opinion in
voting to confirm or disapprove
the nomination.
A Louis Harris Survey taken
Sept. 17-23 of 1,249 adults found
57 percent opposed to Bork’s
confirmation and 29 percent in
favor. Two other recent polls
taken by the news media showed
a growing number with an unfa
vorable opinion of the nominee.

*1 Week Free*

FREE $49 HP-41
ADVANTAGE MODULE

I___________________ I

in this country. People don’t
know as much (about Bork) as
the committee.’’
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, a
strong Bork defender, also had
sharp criticism.
He charged that a survey on
last year’s Reagan appointment
of William H. Rehnquist to be
chief justice
was
“ utterly
detestable.’’

HEW LETT
PACKARD

M.W.F. 9am-10am
1245 Los Osos Valley Rd.
SLO (Laguna Lake Area)
Congregational Church
*For info: 543-3618
^Babysitters needed
in exchange for classes
♦For info: 773-1904
fudt Sheppard
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Back on
track

SPORTSBRIEFS

Cal Poly hires new
swimming coach

A painful back
injury has failed
to spoil Claudia
Hemmersbach’s
senior season

Richard Firman has been chosen to coach the Cal Poly men’s
and women’s swim teams.
Firman, who coached swimming and diving at Concord High
School last spring, replaces Bob Madrigal, who is pursuing
graduate studies at the University of Oregon.
Firman received his bachelor’s degree in psychology from Cal
State Bakersfield in 1986 and his teaching credential from Na
tional University in Oakland.
Last year he was the head of a research team for United
States Swimming Inc., working at the Olympic Training Center
in Colorado Springs. He also has served as a coach at Cal State
Bakersfield, Northgate High School and for the Walnut Creek
Aquabears.

By Kristine J. Abbey
staff Writer

_____________________________

Not too long ago Cal Poly
volleyball coach Mike Wilton
thought he would have to start
the 1987 volleyball season
without veteran setter Claudia
Hemmersbach, who was suf
fering from lingering back pain.
But Hemmersbach did start
the season and Wilton said she
has been playing at the top of her
game in spite of still experienc
ing some discomfort.
Hemmersbach, a senior, rup
tured two disks in her back while
practicing her jump serve in her
sophomore year. She fought pain
throughout last season but never

INTERNSHIPS IN
WASHINGTON. D.C.

Merrill Schwartz from the
Washington Center will be on
campus October 2 to discuss the
Center's symposia and internship
opportunities in Washington, D.C.
Plan to attend one of the meetings
held from 11-12 and 12-1 in Ag. 241.

VO LLEYBALL
missed a game.
“ I’m seeing her move around
the court as well as she has in her
four-year career,’’ said Wilton.
“ At first it was very iffy; in fact,
we were pretty certain that she
wasn’t going to play. But as she
started to try to work out she
started to see that she could
play.
“ She didn’t touch a volleyball
from the end of last season until
Aug. 13, and the setting position
really demands a lot of practice,
but she’s setting as fine as ever.’’
Hemmersbach, however, said
she is not playing without pain.
She is taking painkillers and do
ing some strengthening exercises
she learned during the offseason
at a back school in Los Angeles.
“ At the back school I relearned
how to do everything — sit, walk,
run
and supposedly
play
volleyball — with my back in a
neutral position,’’ she said.
When the back is in a neutral
position, the spine is in a straight
line from the shoulders to the
hips. Hemmersbach was advised
to use muscles other than her
back muscles to move with. Her
doctor said she could play
volleyball without pain or further
injury by using this method, but
Hemmersbach said the game is
just too spontaneous to keep the
neutral position.
Although Hemmersbach said
the pain in her back is worse
than it was at the beginning of
last season, she has set high per
sonal goals for her final season.
She said she’d definitely like to
make the all-league team and
maybe even become an allAmerican.
As for the Lady Mustangs,
Hemmersbach said they are
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The internship program is an
exciting way for Cal Poly students
from all majors to obtain valuable
work experience and credits during
Fall, Winter, Spring, or Summer
Quarters. Internship placements,
which correspond to your career
aspirations are with over 1,000
federal and private agencies.
Claudia Hemmersbach.

DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Mustang Daily

FOUNDATION FOOD SERVICE INTRO DUCES. . .

a new meal plan alternative for
students living off campus.

W'-VV/

FLEXIBLE MEALS FOR FAST TIMES!

See IN JU R Y , page 11

PICK ANY SIX MEALS EACH WEEKI

FOUNDATION

s « -'
BREAKFAST

kinko's

LUNCH

DINNER

FOUR DINING LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

FOOD SERVICE

Open 24 hrs.
5 4 4 -0 7 7 1
973 Foothill Blvd.

Sign up today at the cashier's office in the U.U. or call 756-5939 for further information

9
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Ten returning starters look to
improve on second-place finish
By Julie W illiam s
s ta ff W rite r

If last year’s performance by
the Cal Poly men’s soccer team is
any indication of how things will
go for the Mustangs this year, it

SOCCER
promises to be a rewarding
season.
With all but one starter return
ing from the 1986 team, the
Mustangs are an e.xperienced
squad and feel ready to improve
on last year’s second-place finish
in the California Collegiate

Athletic Association.
Last year’s schedule was a
tough one and head coach
Wolfgang Gartner said some bad
breaks made it even tougher. The
Mustangs finished 13-8 overall
and 7-3 in the CCAA.
“ Playingwise, we’re better
than we were last year,” said
Gartner, “ and if things start to
go our way, I think we will be
very successful.”
After tying Division 1 Stanford
last Friday, the M ustangs’
record is 2-3-1. One loss was to
UC Santa Barbara, which recent
ly fell to Stanford, 5-0. Another
defeat was to Division I San

Diego State and the third was to
Humboldt State.
Gartner said the loss to Hum
boldt was particularly tough
because it came at the end of a
road trip and the Mustangs had
expected to do well.
“ They put one in the goal ear
ly, and although we had many
chances, we just couldn’t do the
same,” he said. “ It had been a
long trip and we were tired both
physically and emotionally.”
While on the road, the
Mustangs also faced St. Mary’s
and Chico State. Gartner said the
3-1 win over Chico was his team’s
See MUSTANGS, page 11
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Cal Poly was ranked In the top-10 before the season began.

RIDE THE
CITY BUS
FREE ALL
YEAR
AS YOU MAKE THE M OVE TO COLLEGE. M ANY THINGS ARE G O IN G THROUGH
YOUR M IN D; ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT OF WHICH IS SOMEWHERE TO
CALL HOME. THAT’S WHERE STENNER GLEN COMES IN. WE RUN STENNER
GLEN FOR YOU, THE COLLEGE STUDENT. TO US THE PEOPLE ARE
IMPORTANT.

FACILITIES:

• unlimited rides, anytime, anywhere
•just show your Cal Poly ID to our driver
•for info or to have a bus schedule
mailed to your home, phone
541-BUSS
•this program is a joint venture
between Cal Poly and the
City of SLO

STENNER GLEN OFFERS YOU A WELL ROUNDED HOME LIFE. START WITH
FACILITIES INCLUDING A SW IM M ING POOL, BASKETBALL COURT. DRY HEAT
SAUNAS. WEIGHT R O O M . CO LO R TV LOUNGE. STUDY LOUNQES. DRAFTING
R O O M . PHOTOGRAPHY RO O M . COM M UNITY KITCHEN. AND M UCH MORE.

FOOD SERVICE:
WE BELIEVE WE HAVE THE BEST FOODSERVICE PROGRAM AVAILABLE
FEATURING 1 9 .1 4 . OR 7 MEALS PER WEEK WITH 3 ENTREES AT EACH MEAL
AN D UNLIMITED SECONDS. WE HAVE MONTHLY SPECIAL DINNERS AN D YOUR
CHOICE OF STEAK. CHICKEN. OR SHRIMP EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT. THERE
ARE ALSO MINI-SPECIALS ALO N G THE WAY TO CUT DOW N THE BOREDOM OF
EATING IN A CAFETERIA DAY IN AND DAY OUT.

ACTIVITIES:
WE HAVE ACTIVITIES PROGRAMS THAT INCLUDE DANCES. BBQ’S, GUEST
SPEAKERS. HAPPY HOURS. MONTE CARLO. MOVIES BY THE POOL. TALENT
SHOW, TOURNAMENTS. AND M UCH MORE.

ACCOMODATIONS:
THE SUITE ARRANGEMENT AT STENNER GLEN IS DESIGNED TO GIVE YOU
PRIVACY WHILE PROVIDING A WELL FURNISHED LIVIN G R O O M FOR
COMFORTABLE GET-TOGETHERS. ALL A C C O M O D A TIO N S ARE FULLY
FURNISHED. DRAPED, AND CARPETED. YOU C A N DECORATE THE RO O M TO
FIT YOUR TASTE...EVEN'MOVE IN A WATERBED IF YOU LIKE.

MANAOEMENT:
MOST IMPORTANTLY WE HAVE CONCERNED MANAGEMENT W HO THINK YOU ARE
IMPORTANT AND TREAT YOU AS AN ADULT. WE RUN STENNER GLEN FOR YOU
AND SOLICIT YOUR INPUTS INTO THE RUNNING OF THE COMPLEX. WE HAVE
FAITH IN OUR RESIDENTS AND THEY HAVE FAITH IN US. STENNER GLEN
IS THE KIND OF PLACE THAT WILL MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOME.

1050 FOOTHILL BLVD., SLO
544-4540

LO C A T IO N S

STORE

793 A Foothill Blvd
Sun - Thurs. =
Son Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Fri & Sat. =
543-0707
"Coupons not to be

RENT A VCR RENT A MOVIE
I AND A MOVIE GET ONE FREE
!
FOR
$7.95 (o f similar value
! STUDIO VIDEO CO UPO N •
! EXPIRES 10/19/87

STUDIO VIDEO COUPON •
EXPIRES 10/19/87
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MUSTANGS
From page 10

best performance, one in which
the Mustangs proved themselves
deserving of the national top-10
ranking they received before the
season began.
Gartner said although he did
not want to put a lot of emphasis
on the ranking, he was extremely
pleased to see the team get the
recognition and respect he feels it
deserves. This is the first time in
seven years it has been acknowl
edged this early in a season.
Last year the Mustangs were
ranked among the top 20 Divi

COMMITTEE
From page 4

tain experience with human pa
tients or animals.
Another major role of the
committee is to assist students
applying to medical schools by
writing a letter of recommenda

sion II teams throughout the en
tire season, and at one point were
ranked as high as No. 8. But this
year the expectations are higher.
“ Every year we want to im
prove, and in order to do that
this year we will have to win the
league,” said Gartner.
No easy task, considering the
competition. Cal Poly struggled
last year against Cal State Northridge, the league champion.
But Northridge and other
teams will also have a struggle
on their hands trying to control
junior midfielder and high scorer,
Dan Campbell. Campbell found
the net 21 times last season,
breaking the 4-year-old school

record of 20 goals in a season.
Besides Campbell, Gartner
boasts of the talents of his “ free
man,” Jeff Meyer, who plays of
fense and defense and is effective
at both ends of the field. Another
defensive standout is Paul
Hansen. At the stopper position,
Hansen is instrumental in break
ing up plays executed by the of
fensive attackers.
A win against Sacramento
State Friday night in Mustang
S ta d iu m
c o u ld
give the
Mustangs the momentum they
need to ride through the season
ahead of their competition. It
seems they already have the tal
ent to do so.

somewhat inexperienced com
pared with teams she has played
with in previous years.
“ It was different when I
came,” she said. “ There were a
lot of experienced seniors. Now
there are not very many older
players for the younger ones to
look up to. I’d like to see us make
the playoffs and really play well
and grow instead of just winning
and losing. If we play well we’re
going to win. It’s when we’re not
focused that we won’t play well.”

tion. Three to five committee
members interview a student for
about 30 minutes after the stu
dent submits five letters of
recommendation, transcripts and
test scores to the committee.
“ It’s a very good service for
the students,” said Fierstine. He
said students get to read the let

ters and decide for themselves
whether or not they wish to use
the letters.
There are fewer applicants to
medical schools today than there
were in the past, and medical
schools readily accept older stu
dents. “ It’s never too late,”
Fierstine said.

As team ca p tain , Hemmersbach puts a lot of stock in
the mental aspect of the game
and feels she has a leadership
role on the team.
“ Games are won when team
members prepare for the games
by deciding ahead of time how
they will play,” she said. “ This
kind of preparation comes with

ADVERTISE

IN

THE

INJURY
From page 9

11

maturity. I think they look up to
me because I’ve been around and
know what’s going on, plus being
a setter is kind of a leading role.
They look to me because I’m giv
ing them the sets.”
A fte r v o lle y b a ll,
H em mersbach’s first ambition is to
finish school. She is a physicaleducation major and plans to
teach after graduation. She
would like to stay in the area and
someday have a family.
From Redondo Beach, Hemmersbach was recruited out of
high school by several large
schools,
including
Southern
California, Pacific and Pepperdine. She chose Cal Poly because
of the scholarship she was of
fered, and because she liked the
area and the team.
With or without back trouble,
Hemmersbach's intensity level
remains undiminished. Although
she said the pain gets worse
every game, she intends to finish
the season as strongly as she
started it.

MUSTANG

C LA SSIFIE D

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS SUP
PORT GROUP TUESDAYS 7:30-8:45 PM
AT UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CENTERACROSS FROM THE HEALTH CENTER(NO
FEE) FOR FURTHER INFO CALL 543-4105
AMA MEETS EVERY TUESDAY 11:00 ARCH
225 ALL MAJORS WELCOME!!__________
AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
MEETING TUES. SEPT.29 11:00 AM
ARCH.225 NEW MEMBERS WELCOME.
GUEST SPEAKER: TOM VENTO FROM
LA TIMES MARKETING RESEARCH.
ATTENTION ALL MAJORS MERICAN MAR
KETING ASSOCIATION INVITES YOU TO
COME TO AMA’S NEXT MEETING TO DIS
COVER WHAT BUSINESS IS ALL ABOUT!TOURS, GUEST SPEAKERS. SOCIAL AC
TIVITY, SPECIAL EVENTS, AND FRIENDLY
PEOPLE! TUES. 11 AM ARCH 225________
ATTENTION CYCLISTS
Come to the CAL POLY WHEELMEN’S 1st
Meeting Wed.9/30 at 7pm in Ag.Eng. 123 ALL
ABILITIES WELCOME__________________
ATTENTION C.P, GAY STUDENTS 1st Meet
ing of the year will be on V\ted Sept 30 in
M&HE 152 new students and members welcome to THE GLSU'S l8 t MEETING
CFD/HD MAJORS! Come check out the Hu
man Development Club. First meeting is Tues.
Sept. 29 at the Child Dev Lab____________
Come! Let's share our musical knowledge &
experience with yours and MAKE IT HAP

Incest: A Support group for women Wednes
days 2-4 pm Counseling Services 546-2511
Interpersonal Group Thursdays 3-5 pm Counseling Services 546-2511________________
ISNA CAL POLY PRESENTS A LECTURE
WHAT EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT ISLAM AND MUSLIMS* Dv: MUZZAMILSIDDIQITHUROCT.1 7pmCHUMASH
AUDITIORIUM UNIVERSITY UNION RM 204
REFRESHMENTS AT 6:30 PM

JOIN

NOW

USHER CORP CAL
POLY THEATRE DROP

BY THE THEATRE TO SIGN UP OR CALL
756-1421 FOR AN APPLICATION________

Re-entry Discussion Group Thursday 11-12
noon Counseling Services 546-2511
Stress Management Group Mondays 3-5 pm
Counseling Services 546-2511
Time Management Seminar Sept 29th 3-4:30
pm Chase Hall room 102 546-1256
TOTAL DISCOUNT
ALL BOOKS IN STOCK DISCOUNTED
YOU SAVE 10-35% ON EVERY
GENERAL BOOK PURCHASE
EL CORRAL SAVES YOU MONEY

PEN! ASI CONCERTS
Meet every thursday 6pm UU220 P.S.
BERLIN PRETENDERS X EDDIE $
IS IT S ifio w YET?
IT IS FOR THE SKI CLUB
WED SEPT 30 g 800 PM
FISHER ROOM 286 COME SEE
‘THE GOOD THE RAD THE GNARLY*

LIBERAL ARTS
COUNCIL

MEETING TODAY 4:30
______
Fisher Science 292
MECHA Chicano Students Movement Meets
Wed. Sept.30 Science North room 206 67PM
SPEAKERS FORUM 1ST MEETING TUES
SEPT 29 11AM UU218 HAVE A VOICE IN
CAMPUS PROGAMS

WATER-SKI
ANY LEVEL - TRIPS PLANNED MTG WED
730 SCI NO 202 JOIN US!

BASKETBALL CHEER TRYOUTS SAT OCT
3 CALL 546-9113 FOR INFO_____________
BECOME A MEMBER OF THE GROWING
ASI CORPORATE MARKETING TEAM. DE
VELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLS AND HELP
IMPROVE ASI. PICK UP AN APPLICATION
FROM LINDA LEE IN UU217A. DEADLINE
IS FRI OCT. 9_________________________
Biofeedback Group Wednesday 3-5 pm Counseling Services 546-2511________________
Bulimia Support Group Time & Day to be
arranged Counseling Services 546-2511
COMPUTER BOOK FAIR
SAVE 20% - NEWEST & BEST COMPUTER
BOOKS FROM ADDISON-WESLEY AND
SYBEX - OCT 5-9 -EL CORRAL__________
GET INVOLVEDIDEVELOP LEADERSHIP
SKILLS. THERE ARE OVER 60 POSITIONS
OPEN ON ACADEMIC AND CAMPUSWIDE
STANDING COMMITTEES. SEE LINDA
LEE IN UU217A FOR AN APPLICATION.
DEADLINE IS FRI. OCT. 9 AT 5PM

ANGELA SULLIVAN YOUR A GAMMA PHI
PLEDGE - BE STOAKED! LUV YA MUCH,
K____________________________________
Does God really have a wife? Mormons say
yes! a 24 hour message, phone 544-7620.
Alert Ministry, P.O. Box 3406 San Luis Obispo
Ca 93403
Herbalife Independent Distributor call me for
products Chris543-8172_________________

HEY MR CONSOLA
TION PRIZE,MR DIP
LOMAT, ICE CUBE
EARS, — IT’S BEEN
FUN SO FAR JUST
KEEP
SM ILING !
(YOUR'E SO PHOTOGENIC)DON’T YOU
W ISH YOU W ERE
257! LOVE Y O U CHEEKUMS________
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days Guaranted call
CHRIS 543-8172

ALPHA CHI X rS You’re all so cute even the
police can’t help following you!!! Get ready
for a great year! Love the Actives_________

A lpha G amma
R ho
FALL RUSH 9/28-10/3

BE THERE
132 CALIFORNIA BLVD
544-8919 OR 543-2791

ALPHA UPSH.ON FALL RUSH 87 SAT9/26
TO G A party G rangeha ll 8pm S un9/27
BEER&BONESEIChorropark12Tue9/29 Spa
g h e tti
Feed493P ism o6pm
TH10/1
SMOKER(coat&tie)752Palm730 Call 5469312 for details

BETA THETA PI

THETA CHI RUSH
GAMING NIGHT WEN 23 AT HOUSE 8PM
FUN IN THE SUN SAT 26 HOUSE 10AM
GHETTI DINNER WEN 30 HOUSE 8PM
ULTIMATE BBQ TH 1 CUESTA PARK 3PM
INVITATIONAL PARTY

FALL RUSH

MAZATLAN
FRI.SEPT.25 8PM PINE CREEK CONDOS
2ND ANNUAL GOLF CLASSIC
SAT. SEPT. 26 1PM g THE HOUSE
PENGUINE PARTY TUES.
SEPT. 29 TPM g THE HOUSE
TAHITI
THURS. OCT. 1 PORT SAN LUIS SMOKER
FRI. OCT. 2 TPM g THE HOUSE PINNING
WITH ALPHA PHI
SAT. OCT. 3 INVITE ONLY_______________

DELTA TAU
FRATERNITY
PRESENTS

FALL RUSH
1987 WED 9/23 SPUD’S NIGHT 8PM
THURS 9/24 TRAVEL THE WORLD 8 FRI
9/25 TG SAT 9/26 BACK TO THE BEACH 8
(BEACH ATTIRE REQUIRED) MON 9/28
SMOKER(COAT&TIE) 8PM WED 9/30 AOII
EXCHANGE TPM THURS 10/1 SOUTH OF
THE BORDER NIGHT 8PM FR110/2 TOGA!!!
SAT 10/3 INTERVIEWS TBA ANY QUESTIONS CALL 543-9656__________________

DSP
FALL RUSH
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE
SMOKER SLIDE SHOW COAT&TIE 6PM

GO BETA
LAMBDA
CHI
A LP H A
RUSH
TUES/SEPT.29 HAWAIIAN LUAU NIGHT
AT THE HOUSE 6:30PM
WED/SEPT.30 CASUAL NIGHTHOUSE6PM
RUSH CARDS REQ’D AT ALL FUNCTIONS
QUESTIONS? CALL DAVID :544-9774

PHI KAPPA PSI RUSH FALL 1987
WED SEPT 23 SPAGHETTI DINNER 6:30
THURS SEPT 24 TNL 9:30
SAT SEPT 26 EXCHANGE 8:30
TUES SEPT 29 BBQ RIB DINNER 6:30
WED SEPT 30 SMOKER 8:00 COAT&TIE
THURS OCT 1 INTERVIEWS BY APPT

SIGMA NU RUSH 87
Thurs 9/24 Dinner Vets Hall 7pm Fri 9/25
Sports Cuesta Park 4pm Sat 9/26 Sorority
Exchange TBA Mon 9/28 Aloha Night 7pm
Tue 9/29 Slide Presentation TBA vfed 9/30
Smoker Discovery Inn 7
THANKS TO ALL ZTA’S FOR ALL YOUR
EXTRA EFFORT ZETAS ARE HOT!!!

ASI FILMS PRESENTS: RAISING ARIZONA
Chumash Aud. $1.50 WED. 9/30 7,9:00
LETS GET AQU AINTED AMA ICE BREAKER
BBQ FRI OCT. 2 4:00 CUESTA PARK ALL
MAJORS WELCOME TO JOIN IN THE FUN!

Wanted: Female ovolactovegetarians Ages
18 to 30,Senior project com- paring blood
lipids to omnivores. Will mail blood profires.5286836

MOUNTAIN BIKE-LIKE NEW $350.00 18’
ROCKHOPPER 541-0168 CHRIS_________
NAGELS Commémoratives and others Some
Frmd SAVE$ 549-7739 Lv msg___________
TV. B & W Perfect for dorm room. 13’ LIKE
NEW $50/bo 543-4810
VAURNET SUNCLOUD OAKLEY GARGOYLE REVO HOBIE SKI OPTIC BIGGEST
SELECTION ANYWHERE-THE SEA BARN
W aterbed for sale-Q ueen size,new
heater,brass trim,designer sheets and com
forter incid $150,541-6833

1983 HONDA VT500FT ASCOT Low miles,
recently tuned, runs great. Black with new
Metzeler tires. With helmet, $1000. A great
deal. Call Matt at 544-4329 or 756-1143.

CAR TROUBLE ?
Bowman’s Services
541-4919
On Campus Service

1980 Red Peugeot Moped. Runs great. $200
obo call 544-4830

FAST SER VIC E-EXP.TYPIST-1.50 PG.
SR.PROJECTS 541 -0168 CHRIS
I’m still typing. For work You can trust, call
Susie. 528-7805 Thanks

E H iP to y m e n t

BACK TO SCHOOL BLOWOUTIIt
ALL AEROBIC/RUNNING TIGHTS
ONLY $9.00
WELLS SPORTSWEAR OUTLET
245 TANKFARM RD 541-4248
DONT MISS IT!!!

^

‘ “ DANCERS*“
A FEW GORGEOUS MEN NEEDED FOR
local exotic dance Revue. Will train: CALL
NOW for interview. NIGHT OWL PRODUCTIONS 528-8831_______________________
DO YOU HAVE WORK STUDY? DO YOU
LIKE PEOPLE? DO YOU WANT A POSITION
HERE ON CAMPUS WHICH WILL TEACH
YOU ORGANIZATIONAL. PUBLIC RELA
TIONS AND PEOPLE SKILLS? IF YOU AN
SWERED ’YES’ TO THOSE QUESTIONS,
THEN CALL X3396 FOR MORE INFORMA
TION ABOUT HOW YOU CAN WORK IN
ONE OF OUR RESIDENCE HALLS AS A
DESK ATTENDANT TODAY!
HURRY! AVAILABLE POSITIONS ARE LIM
ITED_________________________________
LEARN AND EARN! Add AG 100 this Fall (3)
and grow and market vegetables, field crops
and fruit.(available to all majors). Sign up in
Crop Science Dept, office, AG 129, 7561237.________________________________
NOW ACCEPTING APPL. FOR COUNTER
AND DEL. PERSONS (MUST HAVE OWN
CAR) APPLY AT NEROS 1017 MONTEREY

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE HELPERS

PART TIME, MUST BE AVAIL MOST SAT
URDAYS LOOKING FOR AN ENERGETIC
NEAT, WELL ORGANIZED PERSON TO
HELP CUSTOMERS, DO BOOKEEPING AN
SWER PHONES & ASSIST IN OFFICE MAIN
TENANCE. SEND NAME. ADDRESS. &
PHONE -t- BRIEF EXPLANATION OF YOUR
INTEREST IN THE JOB & QUALIFICATIONS
TO: PERSONNEL, PO BOX 1792, SLO 93406.

RADICAL DIAMOND BACK MT BIKE 22in
BIOPACE 600ex QUALITY! $245 OBO DAN
g 541-1886

DODGE DART 1963 runs good $350 obo
call 773-2159

2 ROOMATES WANTED:1 ROOM IN a brandnew condo at 1239 Foot hill :202.Place fur
nished w/ own washer & dryer.2 minute walk
to Poly campus.Asking $600 for room or
$300 per person 544-3033
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED! Live at the
best Ceder Creek Village. Only $230 a month,
including covered parking. Call Brian 5499077_________________________________
NEED ONE RENTER TO SHARE ROOM 2
BDRM HOUSE 230 UTIL. PAID CALL ANY
TIME 544-3341
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN LAGUNA LAKE CONDO FURNISHED
OR NOT W/ POOL, OWN BATH SUNDECK
CALL 546-8831 $200.00 /MO

2 bdm appts Furn or unfurn 9 mon Lease
Pool Tennis Free utilities call 544-2176.
DRY CREEK APARTMENTS
Starting at $395. Low Security Deposits. Phone
Daily 9am-6pm. 238-4080 1227 Corral Creek
PR.__________________________________
GREAT HOUSE
Need 2FM Rmmts Nonsmokers Across from
Poly.hot tub,deck,laundry, fully furnished plus
more! call Malena;Alison 541-1530________
MASTER bedroom/bath for one or two in Mod
ern 3-bedroom Laguna Lake Home Ga
rage,Laundry, Yard.$370. nxj. 543-5538 or 5437 ^ 5 mess.
PINECREEK CONDO NEW- NEED 3 FM
ROOMMATE.
$238-275/M O .
CALL
MICHELLE. (714) 644-4192

TRUCK DRIVER

LOCAL DELIVERY OF BUILDING MATERI
ALS. PART TIME HOURS. MIN. AGE 21
MUST HAVE TRUCK EXPERIENCE AND
GOOD DRIVING RECORD CLASS 1 LI
CENCE NOT REQUIRED CALL WEEKDAYS
8AM-11AM 544-1375

BUYING A HOUSE7FOR A FREE LIST OF
ALL THE AFFORDABLE HOUSES/CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO, INCLUDING CONDOS
NEAR POLY, CALL STEVE NELSON 5438370, FARRELL SMYTH. INC. MESSAGE

APPLE lie LOW HOURS LIKE NEW W/
APPLE WORKS & HITGHHIKER $800 00
DAN g 541-1886

Condos & Homes for sale informatio n packet
available on campus Call Marguerite C21 541 3432_________________________________
FREE LIST of condos & houses for sale in
SLO. County Properties Call Mary Lou, Real
tor, 543-0803
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Judge blocks California’s mountain lion hunt
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
Superior Court judge Monday
blocked the first California
mountain lion hunt in 16 years
after agreeing the state failed to
adequately study the effects of
the hunt.
Judge Lucy Kelly McCabe
returned the case for further
analysis by the state Fish and
Game Commission, which ap
proved the hunt for 190 moun
tain lions in a wide area of Nor
thern and Central California
starting Oct. 10.
The ruling makes it unlikely
that the hunt will begin as
scheduled unless the state gets a
quick reversal.
Marilynn Bonin, spokeswoman
for Gov. George Deukmejian’s

Notables

Department of Fish and Game,
which backs the hunting plan,
said no decision has been made
on an appeal. She said the com
mission could consider the issue
in a telephone conference Tues
day or a meeting Friday in Long
Beach.
The ruling was praised by the
Mountain Lion Coalition, whose
members include the Sierra Club,
Defenders of Wildlife Fund for
Animals, the Wildlife Conser
vancy and the Animal Protection
Institute.
The state commission did
“ what we thought was very poor
research, and ignored our con
cerns about the impacts of this
hunt,’’ said coalition spokesman
Bill Yeates. “ This was nothing

— rewarded by a bounty only a
few years earlier — was banned
by the Legislature. A bill to ex
tend the moratorium was vetoed
by Gov. George Deukmejian in
1985, and attempts to reinstate
it were killed in an Assembly
committee this year.
Hunting was not allowed,
however, until a hunting season
was approved by the Fish and
Game Commission. The commis
sion acted this April after the
d e p a r tm e n t
r e p o r te d
th e
statewide mountain lion popula
tion had grown to 5,200 and
would not be threatened by the
killing of 190 lions.
Four hunting zones were
estab lish ed
n o rth
of
the

Tehachapis, with the San Fran
cisco Bay area excluded. Mar
shall said the 190 permits, at $75
each, had been drawn from more
than 4,000 applicants.
The groups that filed suit con
tended the state failed to conduct
a proper study of the impact of
the hunt, not only on mountain
lions but also on their prey and
habitat.
“ Without ... that
analysis,
which includes such factors as
the recent forest fires and
destruction of habitat, the court
has no evidence to infer that
they’ve done their job’’ in pro
tecting natural resources, said
Michael Remy of Sacramento, a
lawyer for the opposition groups.

SA VE $ 5 7 - $ 6 6
BACK TO SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP SAVINGS SALE
S e p t e m b e r 17 - Oc t o b e r i s
OPEN

•Michael S. Frimmel, James
Aldea-Cruz and Kathleen Lazzo
were named as students of the
year by Disabled Students Un
limited, a student-run organiza
tion at Cal Poly.
•A new director of the Cal Poly
Center for the Arts has been ap
pointed. Ron S. Regier, executive
director of The Commons in Col
umbus, will begin his duties on
Oct. 5.
•Cal Poly’s Society of Black
Engineers and Scientists was
awarded the title of outstanding
chapter in the 13-state western
region of the student-run Na
tio n a l S o c ie ty
o f B lack
Engineers.
•Cal Poly’s Civil Engineering
students were awarded the title
of outstanding student chapter
for the Los Angeles region by the
American Society of Civil
Engineers.
•Cal Poly senior Matthew
A llis o n
s tu d ie d
g e n e tic
transposition of DNA in mice for
10 weeks this summer as part of
the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Student Research Participation
Program. He was one of 112 par
ticipants nationwide.
•Three teachers from Cal Poly,
Boyd
Jo h n so n
of
th e
Mathematics Department, Craig
Russell, of the Music department
and Calvin Wilvert, of the Social
Sciences Department, were nam
ed as distinguished professors
for the 1986-87 year. Each
recieved $1,000 for the honor.
•R o n a ld S. M ullisen, a
mechanical engineering pro
fessor, has been chosen to receive
the 1987 TRW Excellence in
Teaching Award and the $4,000
check that goes with it.
•Thanks to another major gift
from the Hewlett-Packard Co.,
Cal Poly engineerinmg students
this fall will learn the basics of
computer-aided design in a new
engineering technology depart
ment laboratory.
•During the general session of
the annual Fall Conference on
campus, three longtime members
of Cal Poly’s support staff were
honored as the university’s
outstanding staff members. The
people honored were Lee Brown
of the Graphic Communication
Department, Gary Ketcham of
the University Farm and French
M organ of the B iological
Sciences Department.
•A Cal Poly senior is being
honored as the nation’s top uni
versity student in agricultural
engineering. Katherine S. Peter
son has been selected as the
Student Agricultural Engineer of
the Year by the American Socie
ty of Agricultural Engineers.

more than a commercialized
trophy hunt.’’
National Rifle Association
spokesman David Marshall con
tended opponents of the hunt
have offered no credible evidence
that the mountain lion popula
tion would be threatened.
“ If any species is endangered
or threatened, usually the sport
smen are the first ones to in
tervene,’’ Marshall said in an in
terview. Noting that the state’s
game management program is
funded by hunting and fishing
license fees, he said opponents
“ want to control the agenda but
not pay the freight.’’
The 79-day hunting season
would be the first since 1971,
when hunting of mountain lions
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College Students
SWING INTO

ACTION

WITH A COMPLETE SCHOOL YEAR MEMBERSHIP

Just
$ 4 .0 0 a w e e k

Includes:

4^

Just
$ 5 .0 0 a w e e k

Offergood thru Oct. 13,1987. Includes:
Act now for the greatest savings.
Please present college l.D. whenjoinlng.

• 1 4 -Station Nautilus Gym • Free Aerobic
Classes • Universal and Free Weights • Lap
Swimming • Full - Size Locker Areas
• 2 Redwood Saunas • 2 Spas • Complete
Shower Facilities
• Paid in fuU $ 150 - school year membership
expires July 1,1988.
• All of the Above • 7 Championship Courts all hardwood floors • 7 - Day Reservations
• Challenge Court 1 night each week • Rentals
• Challenge Ladder • Tournaments • Lessons
• Handball / Walleyball too!
• Paid in full $ 175 school year membership
expires July 1,1988.

Where San Luis Obispo Gets Into Shape
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Plant and Basket
Sale
Sept. 29 - Oct. 1
9am -3pm
University Union Plaza
Sponsored by:
The O. H. Department
and El Corral Bookstore
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